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ON ABEL'S HYPERELLIPTIC CURVES
T. EKEDAHL
Dediated to Niels Henrik Abel on his 200'th birthday.
Abstrat. In this note we disuss a lass of hyperellipti urves introdued by Abel
(f., [Ab26℄). After some indiations of the ontext in whih he introdued them and a
desription of his main result we give some results on the moduli spae of suh urves.
In partiular we ompute the dimension of it at eah of its points as well as giving a
ombinatorial formula for the number of omponents.
In the paper [Ab26℄ takes up a very speial ase of the problem of deiding when a rational
dierential form is the logarithmi dierential of a rational funtion. Even though it is easy to
imagine that the problem later led Abel to his famous Paris dissertation the solution that Abel
proposed is very speial and quite dierent from the approah he hose later. Nevertheless, the
present artile is onerned with investigating the problem of [lo. it.℄.
A harateristi, and for the time quite unusual, feature of all of Abel's work is his insistene
on treating general ases rather than speial examples. It thus seems entirely tting to study
the moduli problem of all the solutions to his proposed problem and we shall indeed onsider a
number of aspets of the moduli spaes (or more preisely staks) that lassify his solutions.
We start by introduing a (small) number of variants of an attempt to formulate Abel's on-
dition as a moduli problem. In partiular Abel's solution of his problem in terms of a polynomial
type Pell's equation appears not as the moduli problem that has been hosen as the entral
moduli problem of this artile but as a hart for it. We then study the relations between these
variants, the end result being that they are indeed losely related.
After a disussion of the ase of genus 0 and 1 we give a reformulation of the moduli problem
in terms of families of maps between genus zero urves. We then proeed to make an innitesimal
study of the moduli problem whih allows us to onlude that it is smooth in harateristi 0. We
then go on to study a Lyashko-Looijenga type map and show that it is overing map. This allows
us to give a topologial overing spae type desription of the moduli stak whih in partiular
gives us a ombinatorial desription of the set of omponents of the moduli spae.
We shall, exept for the last setion, adopt a purely algebrai approah. Apart from reasons
of taste there are some arguments in favour of suh an approah. The reader's attention should
be partiularly direted to Theorem 6.3 where we shall disover that some naturally dened
equi-ramiation strata turn out to be non-redued. It seems likely that the multipliity with
whih those strata appear is signiant.
We shall also use the language of algebrai staks. This may seem unneessary partiularly
as our staks are very lose to being spaes (f., (3.8)). However, I laim that it is the tehnially
most onvenient as well as most intuitive way of doing things. In partiular when dening maps
between solutions to moduli problems representing these solutions as staks means that in order
to dene maps between them one may often follow the path of rst deiding what the map should
do on points and then verify that this pointwise onstrution is natural enough so that it makes
sense for families of objets. This is in fat what we shall do most of the time. Sometimes,
however, we shall disover that some hoies that were made in the point ase an not be made
in the ase of a family and we shall then have to inorporate those hoies in the denition of
the moduli problem. This will lead for instane to the three slightly dierent versions of Abel
urve.
Conventions: By a moni polynomial we shall mean a polynomial in one variable whose highest
degree oeient is equal to 1. Suh a polynomial will be said to be normalised if its next to
highest degree oeient is equal to 0.
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As we shall deal extensively with staks it seems natural to use the term `sheme' to denote
an algebrai spae and hene by `loally' mean `loally in the étale topology'.
1
Though we shall
do so this is not stritly neessary however and then `loally' may at times be interpreted as
`loally in the Zariski topology' though onsistently using the étale topology will always work.
We have made only a token attempt at formulating our results in arbitrary harateristis.
2
Starting with setion 3 all our shemes and staks will be over SpecZ[1/2] and starting with
setion 6 we shall work exlusively in harateristi zero, this will also be true at the end of the
preliminary setion 1 and at points in setion 3 (whih will be expliitly spelled out).
As usual a multiset is a set whose members are ounted with ertain multipliities, formally
it is a set provided with a multipliity funtion from it to the integers ≥ 1. If S is a multiset
we shall use |S| to denote the domain of the multipliity funtion and µS for the multipliity
funtion itself. We shall use set-theoreti notation when dealing with multisets:
• S := {1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3} will denote the multiset for whih |S| = {1, 2, 3} and µS(n) = 4− n.
• ∑s∈S s2 should be interpreted as ∑s∈|S| µS(s)s2, i.e., 3 · 12 + 2 · 22 + 32.
• Similarly, {⌊s/2⌋ | s ∈ S} should be interpreted as {0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1}.
A multiset S is nite if |S| and then its ardinality equals∑s∈S 1. A multiset S is said to be
a submultiset of the multiset T if the |S| ⊆ |T | and µS(s) ≤ µT (s) for all s ∈ |S|.
1 Preliminaries
We shall sometimes speak about the universal objet over a stak whih lassies some type of
geometri objet. Note that, ontrary to the ase when the moduli problem of lassifying suh
objets is representable by a sheme, this is somewhat ambiguous and is not quite as strong.
Firstly, for a family of objets over S, the family may not be the pullbak of the universal family
but is so only loally on S. Seondly, the universal objet is not unique; two suh objets are
only loally isomorphi. Thirdly, a universal objet may in fat not even exist over the stak
itself but only. It would be more proper to speak about the stak of universal objets but we
shall allow ourselves the luxury of not doing that. The rst phenomena are shown quite learly
in the ase of the lassifying stak, BG, of a nite group G. A universal objet is given by the
trivial G-torsor and a non-trivial G-torsor over S is of ourse not the pullbak of the trivial one.
In fat, any G-torsor over the base is universal and there may very well be non-trivial G-torsors
over the base.
Assume that X → S is a sheme and X → P1 × S an S-morphism. Let C and D be the
shemati inverse images of 0× s and ∞×S and assume C and D are Cartier divisors. We shall
repeatedly use the (obvious) fat that suh a morphism is the same thing as an isomorphism
OX(C) −˜→ OX(D).
Let S be a sheme. A line bundle L and a trivialisation ϕ of L2 will be alled an involutive line
bundle. Consider further P(OS
⊕L)→ S, the projetive bundle on the vetor bundle OS⊕L,
the two setions ∞ and 0 assoiated to the two projetions of OS
⊕L and the involution σ of
P(OS
⊕L)→ S dened as the omposite of the map P(OS⊕L)→ P(L⊕OS) that swithes
the two fators, the standard identiation and distributivity P(L⊕OS) = P((L⊕OS)⊗L) =
P(L2⊕L) and ϕ applied to the rst fator P(L2⊕L) → P(OS⊕L). We shall all the data
(P(OS
⊕L),0,∞, σ) the involutive projetive bundle assoiated to the involutive line bundle
(L, ϕ) and denote it PL.
Example: If L = OS and ϕ = λ ∈ O×S , then the involutive bundle is (P1×S, 0×S,∞×S, x 7→
λ/x). Loally this is the general situation.
1
Note that in pratie the only dierene between ordinary shemes and algebrai spaes is that for the latter
the Zariski topology is not available.
2
It will be lear that if the harateristi is large enough with respet to the degree n the situation will be
similar to that of harateristi 0.
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Note also that the xed point lous of σ is a double overing of the base that is isomorphi to
the double over assoiated to L and ϕ; something whih is seen for instane by using the loal
desription just given. We shall all it the involutive lous.
Similarly to the remark above, an S-morphism X → PL suh that the inverse images of ∞
and 0 are Cartier divisors C and D is the same thing as an isomorphism OX(C) −˜→ OX(D)
⊗L.
The involutive bundle will be said to be split if one is given a trivialisation of L for whih ϕ
beomes the identity. Then the involutive projetive bundle is identied with P1 × S in suh a
way that 0 orresponds to the zero setion, ∞ to the setion at innity and the involutive lous
is given by {(s: t) | s2 = t2} whih when 2 is invertible is {(±1: 1)}.
We may expliitly onstrut the quotient of τ :P(OS
⊕L) → S by the ation of σ in the
following way. We dene an S-map P(OS
⊕L) → P(OS⊕L) by giving OP(OS⊕ L)(2) as
a quotient of τ∗(OS
⊕L). By adjuntion giving suh a map is the same as giving a map
OS
⊕L → τ∗O(1) = S2(OS⊕L). We do this by mapping 1 of the O-fator to 1 ⊗ 1 ⊕ ϕ(1)
in S2OS
⊕L⊗2 ⊂ S2(OS⊕L) and the L-fator to OS⊗L ⊂ S2(OS⊕L) through 1 ⊗ id. In
the loal normal form above  homogenised  this map is given by (x: y) 7→ (x2 + λy2:xy)
whih evidently has no base points, i.e., it is surjetive and hene gives a map pi:P(OS
⊕L)→
P(OS
⊕L). As σ loally has the form (x: y) 7→ (λy:x) it is lear that pi is equivariant with
trivial ation on the target. Using again the loal form it is easily veried that it is the quotient
map. We shall speak of it as the involutive quotient map assoiated to L and ϕ. Note that the
involutive lous maps to the image under x 7→ 2x of itself. For this reason, starting with setion
3, we shall instead use (x: y) 7→ (x2 + λy2: 2xy) as quotient map so that the involutive lous is
mapped to itself.
Seen from the side of its target the involutive quotient map pi is a double overing. Restriting
ourselves to the ase when 2 is invertible we may desribe this overing as follows. We get a map
OP(OS⊕ L)(−1)→ pi∗OP(OS⊕ L): By adjuntion it orresponds to a map pi∗OP(OS⊕ L)(−1)→
OP(OS⊕ L) and by onstrution we have pi∗OP(OS⊕ L)(−1) = OP(OS⊕ L)(−2) so that suh a
map orresponds to a setion of OP(OS⊕ L)(2), i.e., a setion of S2(OS
⊕L) and we hoose
⊗1 ⊕ −ϕ(1). In the loal form above the setion ⊗1 ⊕ −2ϕ(1) orresponds to 1/2(x2 − λy2).
From that it is easily veried that the map OP(OS⊕ L)(−1) → pi∗OP(OS⊕ L) is injetive and
has as image the −1-eigenspae of σ. The double over pi is now determined by the square
map OP(OS⊕ L)(−1)
⊗OP(OS⊕ L)(−1) → OP(OS⊕ L), i.e., a setion of S2(OS⊕L). A loal
alulation shows that that setion is ⊗1⊕−ϕ(1).
We shall have need of the following tehnial result on Cartier divisors.
Proposition 1.1 Let pi:X → S be a smooth, proper map of shemes with onneted bres and
D ⊂ X a relative (wrt to pi) eetive Cartier divisor and let n be an integer suh that nOS = OS .
The funtor that to a T → S assoiates the set of relative eetive Cartier divisorsD ⊂ X×ST
suh that nD = C×S T is representable by a losed subsheme of S. In partiular, if S is redued
and for every geometri bre of X → S, C is n times an eetive Cartier divisor, C itself is n
times an eetive Cartier divisor.
PROOF: The funtor is learly representable by some S-sheme V → S loally of nite type and
we may, by a standard limit argument, assume that S is noetherian. What needs to be proven is
that V → S is proper, injetive on geometri points and unramied. For the properness we may
use the valuative riterion so that S is the spetrum of a disrete valuation ring and we assume
given a Dη over the generi point with nDη = nCη. We then let D be the shemati losure of
Dη whih is a Cartier divisor as X is regular and is relative as it does not have any horisontal
omponents.
As for injetivity on geometri points we may assume that S is the spetrum of an algebraially
losed eld and then the uniqueness of D is lear as X is regular and thus the group of Cartier
divisors is torsion free.
Finally, to prove that V → S is unramied it is enough to show that it is formally unramied
so we may assume that S = SpecR, where (R,mR) is a loal Artinian ring, 0 6= δ ∈ R annihilates
m and we assume that a D exists over the losed subsheme dened by δ. We then are to prove
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that there is at most one lifting of D to X → S. Now, a Cartier divisor E is given by speifying a
line bundle L and an injetive O-homomorphism O → L. AsX → S is at, the injetivity follows
from injetivity over the speial bre and is hene automati in our situation. Furthermore, if
D is given by s:O → L, then nD is given by s⊗n:O → L⊗n. In our situation we assume a pair
(M, t) over X representing C and two pairs (L, s) and (L′, s′) whose n'th powers are isomorphi
to (M, t) and whose redutions modulo δ are isomorphi. Now the kernel and okernel of the
redution Pic(X) → Pic(X/δ) are OS-modules so that multipliation by n is by assumption
bijetive on them whih shows that L′ and L are isomorphi and we may assume them to be
equal. Hene s′ is of the form s+ δw with w a setion of L = L/m by the atness of X → S. By
assumption their n'th powers are isomorphi so that (1 + δλ)sn = (s+ w)n = sn + nsn−1δw for
some λ ∈ R. This gives sn−1(λs + nw) = 0, where s is the redution of s modulo m. As s is a
non-zero divisor this gives w = −λ/ns, i.e., δw = −λ/nδs whih gives s′ = (1 − λ/nδ)s so that
the pairs (L, s) and (L′, s′) are isomorphi.
The last statement follows immediately from the previous ones as under its assumptions V
has the same topologial spae as S.
The following result is no doubt well known but I do not know of a referene.
Proposition 1.2 i) Let f :C → D be a separable non-onstant map of smooth proper urves
over a eld k and onsider the deformation funtor that whose values on a nil-thikening of
Speck are isomorphism lasses of deformations of C and the map f . The map that maps
suh deformations to similar deformations of the formal ompletions of C resp. D along the
ramiation resp. branh lous is an isomorphism.
ii) Let k be a eld, n an integer invertible in k and f :Specf k
[
[x]
]→ Specf k[[t]] be the map
t 7→ xn. Then t 7→ xn +∑0≤i<n−1 aixi, where the ai are power series variables, is a miniversal
deformation of f .
PROOF: The rst part an be proved by notiing that outside of the ramiation/branh loi
the map is unramied and hene extends uniquely along any nil-thikening. This shows that
the deformation problem is the same as that for the loalisation along the ramiation/branh
loi. The omparison between the deformation for the loalisations and the ompletions is also
lear as when one inverts generators for the ramiation/branh loi then the map is étale. This
means that the map is speied by hoosing a lattie in the ring of funtions in the soure over
the ring of funtions of the target. Speifying suh a lattie is the same in the loalisation as in
the ompletion.
Alternatively one an use deformation theory. If R→ S is a small extension of loal Artinian
algebras with residue eld k, small meaning that the kernelK is killed by the maximal ideal of R,
then the liftings of a deformation over S to one over R is in bijetion with H0(C, f∗TD/TC)
⊗
k
K.
Indeed, if the deformation of C is kept xed then liftings of deformations of f , given one, are in
bijetion with H0(C, f∗TD)
⊗
K. Taking into aount the possibility of varying also deformations
of C we have to divide out by the ation of liftings of automorphisms of the deformation of C,
i.e., setions of TC
⊗
K. This ation is given by addition omposed with the map TC → f∗TD
and hene the full problem is in bijetion with H0(C, f∗TD/TC)
⊗
k
K. As we never used the
properness the same is true for the loal or omplete problem as f∗TD/TC is supported on the
ramiation lous.
As for the last part, the formula t 7→ xn+∑0≤i<n−1 aixi gives a deformation over k
[
[a0, . . . , an−2]
]
and hene a map to the miniversal deformation. As k
[
[a0, . . . , an−2]
]
is (formally) smooth, to
show that this map is an isomorphism it is enough to show that indues an isomorphism on tan-
gent spaes and for that we an use the desription of deformations over k[δ], δ2 = 0, just given
to show that. Indeed, the ation of the setions of TC on suh deformations is by interpreting
a derivation of k
[
[x]
]
as an automorphism of the salar extension to k[δ], k
[
[x]
]
[δ], that is the
identity modulo δ and then omposing the given map k
[
[t]
]
[δ] → k[[x]][δ] with that automor-
phism. If the vetor eld is h(x)d/dx and the map has the form f(x)+g(x)δ with f, g, h ∈ k[[x]]
then this omposite is f(x) + (h(x)f ′(x) + g(x))δ. This shows that the tangent vetor of the
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map is given by the residue of g modulo f ′(x) whih makes it lear that the tangent map is an
isomorphism.
When we make an innitesimal study of the moduli stak we shall not just deal with the
stak as suh but also with the natural stratiation of it given by the ramiation exponents of
a map between urves. We reall its denition and rst properties given in [ELSV01, App.℄. We
begin by noting that for tehnial reasons we shall need to assume that we deal with shemes
over SpecQ for the rest of this setion.
Remark: Note that this restrition is not just due to the fat that one would need some slight
modiations to get similar results in positive harateristi. In fat there are some truly new
phenomena in positive harateristi. Consider for instane the ase of Proposition 1.3. Con-
densed it says that for a nite at map there is a stratiation of the base suh that on eah
stratum there is a losed subsheme of the total spae whih is étale over the base and whose
dening ideal is nilpotent. A similar result is not possible in positive harateristi. Consider
for instane an inseparable eld extension k ⊂ K of degree p say. For the orresponding map of
shemes SpecK → Speck if it had a similar stratiation then there ould only be one stratum
but SpecK does not have a losed subsheme whih is étale over Speck and whose ideal is
nilpotent.
Reall that if f :Y → X is a nite at map then we dene its trae form to be the symmetri
bilinear form (r, s) 7→ Tr(rs). We then dene, for eah natural number n, the losed subsheme
of Y given by the ondition that the orank of the map f∗OY → HomOX (f∗OY ,OX) indued by
the trae form is ≥ n. We shall all the stratiation thus obtained the trae stratiation wrt
f . In an open stratum we get the following primary deomposition result.
Proposition 1.3 Let f :Y → X be a nite at map for whih X equals a single open trae stra-
tum. Then the radial of the trae form (i.e., the kernel of the map f∗OY → HomOX (f∗OY ,OX))
is a subbundle and an ideal. The losed subsheme Y ′ dened by it is an étale overing of X .
Furthermore, there is a unique X-retration Y → Y ′ whih makes Y a at Y ′-sheme.
Finally, if Y → Y ′ has rank n then the n'th power of the radial of the trae map is zero.
PROOF: The fat that the radial is a subbundle follows diretly from the fat that by as-
sumption f∗OY → HomOX (f∗OY ,OX) has onstant rank (in the shemati sense dened by the
vanishing and non-vanishing of subdeterminants when X is not redued) and then its kernel is
a subbundle. That it is an ideal follows diretly from the denition of the trae form. Then
Y ′ → X is at so to prove that it is étale it is enough to do it when X is the spetrum of a
eld in whih ase it is well known and easy to see that Y ′ is étale. Assume that we know that
the existene and uniity of a retration loally. Then the uniity fores it to exist globally by
(étale) desent. By desent again, the atness of the retration needs to be heked only in the
ase when Y ′ is the disjoint union of opies of X in whih ase it is lear.
For the last statement, replaing X by Y ′ we may assume that f has rank n. If I is the
radial and x ∈ I (i.e., is a loal setion of that sheaf) then we have that xi ∈ I for all i > 0 and
hene Tr(xi) = 0. As we are in harateristi zero this implies that the harateristi polynomial
of multipliation by x is tn and by the Cayley-Hamilton theorem xn = 0. Again as we are in
harateristi zero we get by polarisation that any produt of n loal setions of I is zero.
It remains to prove loal existene and uniity of a retration. Loally we may assume that
Y ′ is a disjoint union of opies of X whih makes the existene of a retration obvious and the
uniity lear.
When the orank of the trae form is onstant, the proposition shows that the funtion on the
points of Y dened by the rank at a point of the radial is a loally onstant funtion and hene
the funtion whih to a point of X assoiates the multisets of those ranks is loally onstant. The
stratiation obtained in this way will be referred to as the stratiation by multipliity. Thus
while the trae stratiation is a dereasing sequene of losed subshemes, the stratiation by
multipliity is a further deomposition of the open strata. We shall also in this ase denote the
subsheme dened by the radial by Xfred and all it the brewise redued subsheme.
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Using the primary deomposition we get an extension of the pointwise result that expresses
an eetive Cartier divisor on a smooth urve as the sum of points.
Proposition 1.4 Let f :X → S be a smooth map of SpecQ-shemes of relative dimension 1
and suppose D ⊂ X is a relative eetive Cartier divisor and assume that the orank of the trae
form of D → S is of loally onstant rank.
i) The brewise redued subshemeDfred of SpecOx/ID is a relative eetive Cartier divisor.
It an be written as the disjoint of subshemes Di having the property that at a point d ∈ Di
the dening ideal of Di in D has rank ei as ODi -module. If that is done then we have that
D =
∑
i eiDi as divisors.
ii) Conversely if D an be written as D =
∑
i eiDi with Di étale disjoint Cartier divisors
then the orank of the trae form of D → S is loally onstant and the union of the Di is the
brewise redued subsheme of D.
PROOF: That Dfred is a Cartier divisor is lear and we get from proposition 1.3 that its dening
ideal I in D is a loally free ODfred and hene its rank is loally onstant. This gives the
omponents Di and to prove the equality of Cartier divisors we may work loally around one
of the Di, i.e., assume that the rank of I as ODfred -module is everywhere equal to some n. By
(1.3) the n'th power of ICfred is ontained in ID. To hek that it is an equality it is enough to
hek on bres over losed points of S and then it is true as they have the same degree at all the
points of Dfred.
Finally, if D =
∑
i eiDi and D
′
is the union of the Di then ID′/ID is an S-at nilpotent
ideal of OX/ID suh that the quotient by it is étale. This shows that ID′/ID is the radial of
the trae form and thus that D′ is the brewise redued subsheme of D.
The multipliities ei an be onsidered as loally onstant funtions on D
fred
and we may
hoose the Di suh that the ei are all distint. Having done that the deomposition is unique
and we shall all it the primitive deomposition of D. We shall also onsider the loally onstant
funtion on the base S whih to a point s assoiates the multiset of the multipliities of the
points of D in the bre over s. This will be alled the multipliity multiset assoiated to D.
If S is a sheme and f :Y → X is a nite S-map between smooth (possibly formal) S-shemes
of relative dimension 1 then we get two nite S-shemes, the ramiation lous whih is a relative
Cartier divisor of Y and the branh lous whih is a relative Cartier divisor of X (by denition
the branh lous is the norm wrt to f of the ramiation lous onsidered as a Cartier divisor
whih is dened as f is nite at). We shall all the stratiations by multipliity on S indued
by them the ramiation stratiation and branh stratiation respetively.
2 The original problem
We shall begin by formulating in modern terms Abel's question and the answer he gave to it.
The initial setup is that of a square free moni polynomial R(x) of even degree over the omplex
numbers and the rational dierential form ω := ρdx/
√
R, ρ ∈ C(x), on the ompat Riemann
surfae C with eld of rational funtions C(x,
√
R) := C(x)[y]/(y2−R(x)). The general question
Abel poses is when this form is the logarithmi dierential dlog f := df/f for a non-zero rational
funtion f . If ι is the hyperellipti involution of C whih takes x to x and
√
R to −√R, then
ι∗ω = −ω and as f is determined up to a onstant we get f ◦ ι · f = λ ∈ C∗. Modifying f
by multiplying by a square root of λ−1 allows us to assume that f ◦ ι · f = 1. By a somewhat
anahronisti appeal to Hilbert's Theorem 90 we get that f has the form g/g ◦ ι and by learing
denominators we may assume that g = P +
√
RQ with P,Q ∈ C(x) whih is indeed the form
that Abel assumes the solution to have. We note that g is uniquely determined up to a rational
funtion in x. Abel then almost immediately restrits himself to the ase where ρ is a polynomial.
This implies that ω is regular over C◦ := SpecC[x,
√
R] and hene in partiular that f does
not have poles or zeroes in C◦ or otherwise put, if ∞1 and ∞2 are the two points of C in the
omplement of C◦ in C, then (f) = m∞1 −m∞2 for some integer m. For a divisor D on C we
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denote by D◦ the part of D that has support on C◦ and then we have 0 = (f)◦ = ((g)− ι(g))◦.
Now by assumption (g)◦ ≥ 0 and hene for r ∈ C◦, r and ιr appear with the same multipliity
in g. Now, for any r ∈ C◦ r+ ιr− (∞1 +∞2) is the divisor of a rational funtion in x so that if
r is a non-Weierstrass point (i.e., r 6= ιr) we may modify g by a rational funtion in x so that r
does not appear in (g). Similarly, if r is a Weierstrass point we may assume that it appears with
at most multipliity 1 in (g). In partiular, (g)◦ has support at the Weierstrass points of C.
Even though Abel treats the general ase we shall only be interested in the ase when (g)◦ = 0.
The reason for this is that we shall be mainly interested in the existene of a g as a ondition on
the urve C and we have that 2ω = dlog f2 = dlog g2/g2 ◦ ι and all the Weierstrass points appear
with even multipliity in (g2) and they an therefore be removed ompletely. Hene at the prie
of possibly replaing ρ with 2ρ we see that Abel's problem has been redued to the problem of
nding g ∈ C(x,√R) with (g)◦ = 0, i.e., (g) = n(∞1 −∞2) for some integer n and exluding
the trivial ase of ρ = 0 we may assume that n is non-zero. In any ase (g)◦ = 0 and hene
g is a unit in C[x,
√
R]. This implies that g = P +
√
RQ, with P,Q ∈ C[x] and furthermore
that the norm N(g) = P 2 −RQ2 of g with respet to the nite at extension C[x,√R]/C[x] is
a unit in C[x], i.e., a non-zero onstant. After hanging g by a onstant we may assume that
P 2 − RQ2 = 1. Abel then notes that this is analogous to Pell's equation and proeeds to use
ontinued frations in analogy with the ase of Pell's equation. There is a dierene however in
that the number theoreti ase gives a method for solving Pell's equation while the geometri
ase gives a riterion for the existene of a solution (as well as a method for onstruting it when
it does exist).
Remark: Abel's approah gives a ondition on R for a solution to the problem with n arbitrary
to exist. This is not appropriate for our purposes as when n varies we get a ountable union of
losed subvarities in the spae of R's whih is unnatural from a geometri point of view.
3 Abel urves
We shall now give the formal denition of an Abel urve. To simplify the presentation (and
make it loser to Abel's original results) we shall from now on assume that 2 is invertible in all
our shemes. If we want to onsider the moduli spae of Abel urves we want to make as few
hoies as possible as any hoie leads to a larger spae whih is the reason for the somewhat
lengthy denition. To avoid ambiguities in the ase of genus 1 to us a hyperellipti urve will be
a smooth proper urve C together with a hoie of an involution ι suh that the quotient C/ι is
of genus zero.
3
Denition 3.1 A (smooth) Abel urve of genus g and order n over a sheme S onsists of
• a smooth and proper S-urve pi:C → S,
• an S-involution ι of C making eah bre a hyperellipti urve of genus g,
• two disjoint setions ∞1 and ∞2 of pi suh that ∞2 = ι∞1,
• a line bundle L on S together with a trivialisation ϕ:OS −˜→ L2, and
• a nite at S-map f :C → P , where (P, σ) is the involutive bundle assoiated to L and the
trivialisation ϕ, of degree n suh that the setions ∞1 and ∞2 map to the setions 0 and
∞ of the involutive bundle P and σ ◦ f = f ◦ ι.
A split Abel urve is an Abel urve together with a splitting of the involutive bundle.
An isomorphism between Abel urves onsists of isomorphisms between the C and P parts
of the urves transporting all the strutures of the rst urve to those of the seond.
3
With this denition we an have hyperellipti urves of genus zero whih for our purposes is quite aeptable
though rather trivial.
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Assoiating to eah S the groupoid of Abel urves and isomorphisms between them gives a
stak (in say the at topology) that we shall denote Hng and similarly we get the stak of split
Abel urves Hs,ng .
When the base is an algebraially losed eld we get exatly the desription that ame out
of Abel's problem. Note that in that ase it follows from the equation P 2 − RQ2 = 1 that
2 degP ≥ degR, i.e., 2n ≥ 2g + 2 whih means n ≥ g + 1.
It is not immediately lear that this is the right denition for families as one ould worry that
we have made an unneessary hoie in hoosing two setions ∞1 and ∞2 instead of a divisor
of degree 2 that only after a base hange splits up into two disjoint setions. The following
denition expresses that onern.
Denition 3.2 A twisted (smooth) Abel urve of order n over a sheme S onsists of
• a smooth and proper S-urve pi:C → S,
• an S-involution ι of C making eah bre a hyperellipti urve,
• a ι-invariant relative eetive divisor D of degree 2 of C whih is étale over S and on whih
ι ats freely,
• a smooth and proper S-urve ρ:P → D all of whose bres have genus zero,
• an S-involution σ of P ,
• a σ-invariant relative eetive divisor D′ of P whih is étale over S and on whih σ ats
freely,
• a nite at S-map f :C → P of degree n suh that the inverse image (as eetive divisors
or equivalently as subshemes) of D′ is nD and for whih f ◦ ι = σ ◦ f .
Isomorphisms between Abel urves onsist of an isomorphism g between the C-parts preserv-
ing the ι's, ∞1's, and ∞2's and an automorphism h of P1 × S suh that f ◦ g = h ◦ f .
Assoiating to eah S the groupoid of twisted Abel urves and isomorphisms between them
gives a stak (in say the at topology) that we shall denote Ht,ng .
The relation between these denitions is expressed in the following result.
Proposition 3.3 i) The stak of twisted Abel urves of genus g and order n, Ht,ng , is equivalent
to BΣ2 × Hng , where BΣ2 is the stak of Σ2-torsors, i.e., the stak of étale double overs. The
projetion on the rst fator assoiates to a twisted Abel urve, using the notation of Denition
3.2, the étale double over D → S.
ii) The forgetful map Hs,ng → Hng is an étale double over.
PROOF: Using the notation of Denition 3.2 we get from a twisted Abel urve over S an étale
double over D → S whih gives a map from the stak of twisted Abel urves to BΣ2. On the
other hand, (ι, σ) gives an involution of the Abel urve and we may use it and the double over
D → S to twist the Abel urve, in partiular the twist, C˜, of C is obtained by taking the quotient
of D ×S C by the ation of (ι, ι). The setion given by the graph of the inlusion of D in C is
invariant under this map and hene desends to a setion of C˜ → S and the same is true of the
group of the map D → C omposed with ι. In other words, the divisor D twists to give a divisor
that is the disjoint union of two setions. Now, the map f :C → P maps D isomorphially to D′
so that also D′ is the disjoint union of two setions. The existene of these two disjoint setions
makes P → S isomorphi to P(L⊕M) for some line bundles L and M on S, where the two
setions orrespond to the two summands. Now, σ permutes the two setion whih fores L and
M to be isomorphi so that P → S is isomorphi to P1 × S → S with the two setions given by
0× S and ∞× S. As the inverse images of 0× S and ∞× S are n times the two setions of D
we get an Abel urve and onsequently a map Ht,ng → Hng and ombining the two onstruted
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maps we get a map Ht,ng → BΣ2 ×Hng . Conversely, given an Abel urve over S we an onsider
the map f as an isomorphism OC(n∞1) −˜→ OC(n∞2). Letting ι at on that isomorphism gives
another isomorphism OC(n∞2) −˜→ OC(n∞1). Their omposites are then multipliation by an
invertible funtion λ on S. That means that if we dene σ on P1 × S by (x : y) 7→ (λy : x) then
f ◦ ι = σ ◦ f so that we have a twisted Abel urve over S. Now, (ι, σ) is an involution of that
objet and so that if we have an étale double over D˜ → S we an use it to twist our twisted
Abel urve and we obtain thus a map BΣ2 ×Hng → Ht,ng whih is learly an inverse to the map
just onstruted.
As for the seond part it is lear.
The proposition shows that it is no real loss in generality to restrit ourselves to Abel urves
whih we shall do that from now on with the exeption of the following result whih onrms
the representability of the two staks.
Proposition 3.4 The staks Hng , Hs,ng , and Ht,ng are Deligne-Mumford staks of nite type over
SpecZ[1/2].
PROOF: This is quite standard as soon as we have veried that the automorphism group sheme
of an (twisted) Abel urve over an algebraially losed eld is nite étale. For g ≥ 2 this is lear
as it is true for all urves of genus g. For g = 1 we have to use the fat that the hyperellipti
involution is part of the struture so that an automorphism has to ommute with it. For a
hyperellipti involution ι we may hoose a x point as origin and in the thus obtained group
struture on the urve, the involution is multipliation by −1 and then it is lear that the
automorphism group sheme entralizer of the urve is nite étale. Finally, for genus 0 we
have to look at the automorphism group sheme of automorphisms of P1 xing two points and
ommuting with an involution that permutes the two points. It is lear that the points and the
involution is onjugate to 0, ∞, and x 7→ 1/x and then the automorphism group sheme that
xes these is learly nite étale.
Our denition of an Abel urve is hosen to be losely modeled on Abel's original ondition.
On the other hand  at least puntually  the relevant ondition is that the divisor lass∞1−∞2
is killed by n as then there is a map to P1 with whose zero and pole divisor is n(∞1−∞2). This
turns out to be true for families.
Proposition 3.5 LetHg,2 be the stak of hyperellipti urves with two distint points (C, ι, a, b)
of genus g and let s:Hg,2 → Jg be the setion of the Jaobian of the universal urve given by
a− b. Let H be the losed substak of Hg,2 dened by the onditions ιa = b and ns = 0. Let ρ
be the involution of Hng whih takes an objet (C → S, ι,∞1,∞2, f) to (C → S, ι,∞1,∞2,−f).
Then the map given by
Hng → H
(C,∞1,∞2, f) 7→ (C,∞1,∞2)
is an isomorphism of staks.
PROOF: As has been noted above, f may be thought of as an isomorphism φ:OC(n∞1) −˜→
OC(n∞2) and then ρ takes it to −φ. On the other hand, an S-objet of H has the property that
O(n∞1−n∞2) is a pullbak of a (unique) line bundle L on S. Now, applying ι to O(n∞1−n∞2)
gives its inverse whih translates into an isomorphism L −˜→ L−1, i.e., a trivialisation of L2. This
gives an objet of Hng over S.
As the zero-setion in an abelian sheme is a omplete intersetion subsheme we get one
immediate onsequene.
Corollary 3.6 Hng → SpecZ[1/2] is of relative dimension at least g at eah of its points and at
a point where the relative dimension is g it is a loal omplete intersetion.
PROOF: The substak H of Hg,2 fullling ιa = b is an open substak of the stak Hg,1 of
hyperellipti urves with one hosen point, namely the omplement of the lous of xed points
of the hyperellipti involution, where the isomorphism maps (C, ι, a) to (C, ι, a, ιa). Hene that
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substak is smooth of relative dimension 2g − 1 + 1 = 2g. Now, by the proposition Hng is the
inverse image in H of the zero setion of Jg → Hg,2 under the map ns and Jg → Hg,2 being
smooth, the zero setion is a loal omplete intersetion map of odimension g.
Remark: In harateristi 0 we shall show that the odimension is in fat g and that Hng is in
fat smooth.
Fix n and g with n ≥ g+1 and onsider A := A2n+g+3
Z[1/2] that we shall regard as the parameter
spae for triples (P,Q,R) of polynomials of degrees n, n − g − 1, and 2g + 2 respetively with
R moni. We let Vng be the subsheme of triples that fulll P 2 − RQ2 = 1 and for whih R is
square free (i.e., its disriminant is invertible) and P and Q have invertible top oeients. We
let Ung be the subsheme of Vng dened by the ondition that R is normalised and P and Q are
moni. Over Vng we have an Abel urve given by
C := ProjOUng [s, t, y]/(y2 − t2g+2R(s/t)),
where deg s = deg t = 1 and deg y = g + 1, ι is given by (s: t: y) 7→ (s: t:−y), ∞1 and ∞2 are
given by (0: 1: 1) resp. (0: 1:−1), and f is given by (s: t: y) 7→ (tn(P (s/t) + yQ(s/t)): tn). This
therefore gives a map Vng → Hng . We shall all any Abel urve that is a pullbak of this family
by a map to Vng a Pell family and if it is given as a pullbak by a map to the losed subsheme
Ung we shall all it a normalised Pell family.
Theorem 3.7 i) Vng → Hng fators through the map Hs,ng → Hng .
ii) Over SpecQ the map Vng → Hs,ng is a torsor under the subgroup of Gm × Aff, where
Aff is the group of ane transformations of the ane line, of pairs (λ, z 7→ az + b) for whih
λ2 = a2g+2.
iii) Over SpecQ the map Ung → Hs,ng is a torsor under the subgroup of Gm × Aff of pairs
(λ, z 7→ az + b) for whih λ = ag+1, an = 1 and b = 0, a group isomorphi to the group µn of
n'th roots of unity.
iv) In partiular the map Vng → Hng is a hart. i.e., smooth and surjetive, and Ung → Hng is
even an étale hart.
PROOF: To prove the rst part we note that for a Pell family the involution on P1×S ompatible
with f and ι is x 7→ 1/x whose xed point sheme is ±1 and by ordering it as {1,−1} we get a
family in Hs,ng .
Assume now that (C → S, ι,∞1,∞2, f) is a family inHs,ng . By assumption, using the notation
of denition 3.1, P is isomorphi to P1 × S in a way suh that 0 on P is 0× S and ∞ is ∞× S
and the involution σ is x 7→ 1/x. Consider now the quotient D of C by ι. As 2 is invertible
taking the quotient by ι ommutes with base hange so that in partiular pi:D → S is a smooth
proper map with genus 0 bres. Furthermore, either of the setions ∞1 or ∞2 give a setion ∞
of pi. Now, again as 2 is invertible, the double over C → D is given by a line bundle M on D
and a setion of M2. As M has degree g + 1 on eah bre M(−(g + 1)∞) is the pullbak from
S of a line bundle L.
We shall now show that giving an isomorphism of D with P1 × S taking ∞ to ∞× S and
trivialising L is the same thing as giving a Pell family over S and an isomorphism with it and
our split Abel urve. This will prove the seond part and the third follows as the group of ane
transformations is smooth.
In one diretion it is lear as a Pell family gives by onstrution a trivialisation of D as well
as L.
For the onverse we shall need to use (f., (6.4) whih assumes that we are over Q) that Ung
is smooth so that we may assume that S is smooth.4
Assume now that an isomorphismD −˜→ P1×S and a trivialisation of L has been given. This
means thatM is isomorphi to O(g+1) so that the setion ofM2 is a homogeneous form R(s, t)
of degree 2g + 2 with oeients in Γ(S,OS). The existene of the setions ∞1 and ∞2 show
4
In fat we only use that it is redued.
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that R(1, 0) is a non-zero square and hene after saling R we an assume that R(s, 1) is moni.
Now, as the Abel urve is split we may regard f as an isomorphism f :OC(∞1)→ OC(∞2) and
then, again by the fat that the urve is split, f ◦ ι∗(f) is salar multipliation by a square and
hene by saling f we may assume that f ◦ ι∗(f) = 1. On C◦ := C \ {∞1} ∪ {∞2} f maps into
GmS so that f is a unit in Γ(C
◦,O). This ring is equal to Γ(S,OS)[s, y]/(y2−R(s, 1)) so that f
has the form P (s) + yQ(s) and the ondition f ◦ ι∗(f) = 1 translates into P 2 −RQ2 = 1. Now,
if the base is a eld it is easy to see that the degree of P is equal to the degree n and hene,
as S is redued P is of degree n and its top oeient is a unit. The equation P 2 − RQ2 = 1
and the fat that R is moni shows that Q has degree n− g − 1 with invertible top oeient,
i.e., we have a map to Vng . The possible hanges in hoies is given by a saling fator λ, whih
is a unit in OS , in the hoie of trivialisation of L and an ane transformation s 7→ as + b
where s ∈ Γ(S,O×S ) and b ∈ Γ(S,OS). This hange takes y to λy and then (P (s), Q(s), R(s)) to
(P (as + b), λ−2R(as + b), λQ(as + b)) so that if we want to keep R moni we need λ2 = a2g+2
whih shows ii).
Turning to iii) we may after an étale extension whih extrats an n'th root of the top oeient
ompose with a hange of trivialisation and ane transformation suh that P is moni. As R is
also moni this fores the top oeient of Q to be ±1 and if −1 we may hange the trivialisation
by −1 to get that Q is also moni. We may then by an appropriate ane transformation of the
form s 7→ a + s assume that R is normalised, i.e., we have obtained an S-point of Ung . The
ambiguities in our hoies are then redued to a pair (λ, s 7→ as) with an = 1, λ2 = a2g+2 and
1 = λan−g−1 onditions whih are equivalent to an = 1 and λ = ag+1.
The last statement is now lear.
Remark: Despite the very expliit form of these harts it seems diult to use them. I have
for instane not been able to show the smoothness of the moduli spae using the Pell equation
diretly (in the generi ase when R and Q have no ommon zeros it an be done).
We may use this result to show that Hs,ng is almost a sheme by omputing the xed point
sets for the ation of subgroups of µn on Ung . For this we introdue Wng as the losed subsheme
of Vng onsisting of tuples (P,R,Q) if Vng for whih P and Q are moni.
Proposition 3.8 Let m > 1 be an integer that divides n so that µm ⊆ µn. Then the xed
point lous for µm ating on Ung is empty unless 2g + 2 ≡ 0, 1 mod m.
i) Ifm|g+1 then the xed point sheme is of the form (p(sm), r(sm), q(sm)), where (p(t), r(t), q(t))
is the universal family of Wn/m(g+1)/m−1.
ii) Ifm|2g+2 butm 6 |g+1 then the xed point sheme is of the form (p(sm), r(sm), sm/2q(sm)),
where (p(t), r(t)t, q(t)) is the universal family (P,R,Q) of Wn/m(g+1)/m−1/2 restrited to the losed
subsheme given by R(0) = 0.
iii) if m|2g + 1 then the xed point sheme is of the form (p(sm), sr(sm), s(m−1)/2q(sm)),
where (p(t), r(t)t, q(t)) is the universal family (P,R,Q) of Wn/m(2g+1)/(2m)−1/2 restrited to the
losed subsheme given by R(0) = 0.
PROOF: If a tuple (P (s), R(s), Q(s) is a point of Ung and ζ an m'th root of unity then ζ takes the
tuple to (P (ζs), ζ−2g−2R(ζs), ζg+1Q(ζs). Hene that the tuple is xed under µm is equivalent
to P , R, resp. Q being homogeneous of degrees 0, 2g + 2, resp. −g − 1, where the grading takes
values in Z/mZ and s has degree 1. This means that for a tuple that is a xed point, R(s) is of
the form r(sm). Furthermore, if k is the residue modulo m of 2g + 2 then sk will be the lowest
order non-zero monomial of R and as R does not have any multiple roots this implies that k
is 0 or 1. Assume that m|g + 1. Then R(s) has the form r(sm) and Q(s) has the form q(sm).
Clearly, p, q, and r are all moni and as p2(sm) − r(sm)q2(sm) = 1 we get p2(t) − r(t)q2(t) = 1
so that (p, r, q) gives a family in Wn/m(g+1)/m−1 and onversely suh a family gives a xed point
(p(sm), r(sm), q(sm)) (note that as m > 1 p(sm) is automatially normalised and that r(t) is
multipliity free preisely when r(sm) is). Assume that m|2g + 2 but m 6 |g + 1. Then we still
have P (s) = p(sm) and R(s) = r(sm) but Q(s) = sm/2q(s) and P 2(s) − R(s)Q2(s) = 1 gives
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p2(t) − r(t)tq2(t) = 1 so that (p(t), r(t)t, q(t)) gives a family in Wn/m(g+1)/m−1/2 for whih the R-
omponent is 0 at 0. Finally if 2g + 2 ≡ 1 mod m we get P (s) = p(sm), R(s) = r(sm)s, and
Q(s) = s(m−1)/2q(s) whih gives p2(t)− r(t)tq2(t) = 1.
Remark: By the arguments of the proof of Theorem 3.7 (and assuming we are in harateristi
zero) Wng is isomorphi to Ga × Ung through ane translations s 7→ s + a in the polynomial
variable. The subsheme dened by R(0) = 0 is by the same argument isomorphi to the nite
étale over of Ung whose S-objet are (P,Q,R), an S-objet of Ung , together with a hoie of zero
of R.
4 Low genera
It should ome as no surprise that the ases of Abel urves of genus 0 and 1 are speial and we
start by treating them.
Proposition 4.1 i) Hn0 is isomorphi to BΣ2 with universal family having P1 as urve with
hyperellipti involution x 7→ 1/x, funtion f :P1 → P1 given by x 7→ xn and involution σ(x) =
1/x. The mapping to BΣ2 giving the isomorphism is given by assoiating to an Abel urve the
xed point lous of its hyperellipti involution.
ii) Let A1 → M1 be the universal ellipti urve. Let U be the open substak of the bre
square of A1 → M1 whih is the omplement of the diagonal and let ϕ:U → A1 be the map
(x, y) 7→ x− y. Then Hn1 is isomorphi to the inverse image of the kernel of multipliation by n
by ϕ
PROOF: Starting with the genus zero ase suppose we have a family of Abel urves of genus
zero and degree n (C → S, f,∞1,∞2,L, ϕ). Then O(∞1 −∞2) is the pullbak of a (unique)
line bundle M on S and the involution ι indues an isomorphismM −˜→M−1 (whih identies
C and ι with the involutive bundle and involution assoiated to the obtained trivialisation of
M2). Now, f orresponds to an isomorphism O(n∞1) −˜→ O(n∞2)
⊗L, i.e., an isomorphism
M⊗n −˜→ L and the fat that f ◦ ι = σ ◦ f , where σ is involutive involution, implies that ϕ
equals the n'th power of the given trivialisationM −˜→M−1. This shows the whole Abel urve
is determined by the involutive line bundle M.
As for the genus 1 ase we start by identifying the losed substak of H1,2 of triples (ι, a, b)
with ιa = b. In fat for any two disjoint setions a and b of a family of genus 1 urves there
is a unique hyperellipti involution that takes a to b, namely x 7→ −x + a + b. This implies is
isomorphi to U and the rest follows from (3.5).
5 Hurwitz type desription
If f :C → P1 is a split Abel urve with hyperellipti involution ι then f ◦ ι = f−1. The map
τ :P1 → P1 given by τ(x) = 1/2(x + x−1) is a quotient map for the ation of the involution
x 7→ x−1. We therefore get a ommutative diagram
C −−−−→ D := C/ι
f
y g
y
P1 −−−−→
τ
P1
and we see that we may reover C from the map g by taking the normalisation of its pullbak
along τ . The map f is then also determined. This gives the possibility of desribing Abel urves
in terms of maps of the form g. This is preisely what we are going to do in this setion.
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Denition 5.1 An Abel map of genus g and degree n over a sheme S onsists of
• a smooth proper map pi:P → S, the bres of whih are genus 0 urves,
• a setion ∞ of pi and an eetive Cartier divisor C of P that is étale over S,
• an involutive line bundle (L, ϕ) over S with pi:Q→ S the assoiated projetive bundle,
• an S-morphism g:P → Q brewise of degree n suh that, g∗∞ = n∞ as Cartier divisors,
and
• a relative eetive Cartier divisor D ⊂ P suh that g∗F = C + 2D, where F is the xed
point sheme of ϕ whih is an eetive Cartier divisor.
A split Abel map is an Abel map together with a splitting of the involutive bundle.
Remark: Note that g is at so that g∗ of Cartier divisors is well dened.
Given an Abel family (f :X → P, (L, ϕ), ι, σ) over a sheme S, where P is involutive bundle
assoiated to the involutive line bundle (L, ϕ), we may onsider that indued map g:C/ι→ P/σ.
As 2 is invertible taking the quotient by an involution ommutes with base hange so that
X/ι → S is a smooth genus 0 bration whereas P/σ is the involutive quotient and hene is
isomorphi to P(O⊕L). Consider now the indued map X → P ×P/σ X/ι. The omposite
with it and the projetion P ×P/σ C/ι → X/ι is the quotient map and both X → X/ι and
P ×P/σ X/ι → X/ι are double overs. As suh they are speied by line bundles M and N
and setions s and t of M−2 resp. N−2. The map C → P ×P/σ C/ι orresponds to a map
N → M ompatible with the setions of M−2 and N−2. The map N → M denes a relative
Cartier divisor D as it denes a Cartier divisor on eah bre (over S). Let C be the divisor of s
and note that the divisor of t is the pullbak by g of the divisor of the involutive quotient map,
i.e., F where F is the involutive lous. The ompatibility between the overings then gives that
g∗F = C+2D and as g∗∞ = n∞ as f∗∞ = n∞1 we have an Abel map. Finally, as X is smooth
C is étale over S. This onstrution an be reversed.
Proposition 5.2 The stak of Abel urves is isomorphi to the stak of Abel maps.
PROOF: We have just dened a map in one diretion. Conversely, assume given an Abel urve
and using the notations of denition 5.1 we reall that the involutive quotient map is given by
OP(O⊕ L)(−1) and the setion ⊗1⊕ϕ(1) of OP(O⊕ L)(2) whose Cartier divisor is the involutive
lous F . The pullbak of it by g is then given by N := g∗OP(O⊕ L)(−1) and the Cartier divisor
g∗F . If we put M := N (D) then by assumption the setion of N−2 omes from one of M−2
and hene gives a double overing X → P that maps to the g-pullbak of the involutive double
over and X is smooth as C is étale and 2 is invertible. This gives an inverse map.
In the future we shall pass freely bak and forth between Abel maps and Abel urves.
6 Innitesimal alulations
In this setion we shall study the deformation theory of Abel maps (and hene of Abel urves).
To avoid problems with wild ramiation (and worse still, inseparable maps) we shall from now
on assume that all our shemes and staks are over SpecQ.
If (p1(x), p2(x), . . . , pn(x)) is a sequene of moni polynomials over S (i.e., with oeients in
Γ(X,OX)) then we may put X and Y equal to Spec (
⊕
iOS
[
[x]
]
) and let f be given by x 7→ pi
on the i'th omponent and we shall refer to the ramiation and branh stratiations assoiated
to f as the ramiation resp. branh stratiations of the sequene (p1(x), p2(x), . . . , pn(x)).
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Denition 6.1 Let T = (S, S1, S2) be a sequene of disjoint nite sets and r a funtion from
S′, the disjoint union of the omponents of T to the positive integers, for i = 1, 2 let Sei and S
o
i
be the subsets of Si where r takes even resp. odd values and set
n :=
∑
s∈S
(r(s) − 1) +
∑
s∈Se
1
.∪Se
2
(r(s)/2 − 1) +
∑
s∈So
1
.∪So
2
(r(s) − 1)/2.
We dene P(T ) to be the ane spae An seen as the parameter spae of tuples (ps)s∈S′ where
ps is a normalised polynomial of degree r(s) if s ∈ S, a normalised polynomial of degree r(s)/2
if s ∈ Se1 .∪ Se2 and a moni polynomial of degree (r(s) − 1)/2 if s ∈ So1 .∪ So2 . Despite this
interpretation we shall ontinue to refer to the origin as the origin.
To a point (ps) of P(T ) we assoiate the tuple (qs)s∈S′ , where qs = ps if s ∈ S, qs = p2s
if s ∈ Se1 .∪ Se2 and qs(x) = (x − as)p2s(x) with as being twie the next to highest oeient of
ps. (Thus qs is always a normalised polynomial of degree r(s).) The ramiation and branh
stratiations of the sequene (qs) assoiated to the tautologial sequene will be referred to as
simply the ramiation resp. branh stratiation of P(T ).
We have the following haraterisation of the points of a stratum.
Proposition 6.2 Let f :Y → X be a nite map of (possibly formal) smooth 1-dimensional
shemes over a eld k. Then the orank of the trae map of a losed point s of the ramiation
lous of f is equal to the ramiation index at s minus 1 and the orank of the trae map of a
losed point s of the branh lous of f is equal to the sum of the ramiation indies of points
of the bres over s of f minus the number of points of the bre.
PROOF: This is lear for the ramiation lous and for the branh lous it follows from the fat
that loally at a losed point branh divisor is the sum of the norms of the ramiation divisors
at the points of the bres and that the norm of a losed point onsidered as a divisor equals to
the image point whih is seen by looking at valuations of a dening element.
We are now ready to give a desription of the deformation theory of Abel maps (and equiv-
alently Abel urves). To simplify desriptions, for an Abel map (f :P → Q,C,D) over a base S
by its assigned branh points we shall mean the divisor of Q whih is the sum of the involutive
lous and the ∞-divisor.
Theorem 6.3 Let (f :P → Q,C,D) be a split Abel map over an algebraially losed eld k.
Let S ⊂ P (k) be the ramiation points that do not map to the assigned branh points, let Se1
and Se2 resp. S
o
1 and S
o
2 be the ramiation points over (1: 1) and (−1: 1) with even resp. odd
ramiation index (wrt to f) and let T := (S, So1 , S
e
1 , S
o
2 , S
e
2). Finally, let r assoiate to a point
its ramiation index wrt the map f . Then the ompletion of the loal ring of the stak of Abel
maps at the Abel map is isomorphi to the ompletion of the loal ring of P(T ) at the origin
and the isomorphism may be assumed to be stratiation preserving.
PROOF: We shall give an isomorphism of deformation funtors so we onsider a deformation of
the given Abel map over a loal Artinian ring R with residue eld k. Note that as 2 is invertible,
the involutive bundle has just the trivial deformation so we may restrit ourselves to split Abel
maps. If we just onsider deformations of the map f , then (1.2) shows that suh deformations
are in bijetion with tuples (qs)s∈S′ , S′ being as in Denition 6.1, where qs is a normalised
polynomial over R of degree r(s). It remains to understand the inuene the hoie of relative
Cartier divisors has. Now, the Weierstrass preparation theorem is equivalent to saying that the
ideal of a relative Cartier divisor of SpecR
[
[x]
]→ SpecR is generated by a unique Weierstrass
polynomial (i.e., of the form xn + a1x
n−1 + · · · + a0 with ai ∈ mR) and it is lear from the
uniqueness that inlusion of divisors orrespond to divisibility of polynomials and addition of
divisors orrespond to produt of divisors.
Hene for s ∈ So1 .∪Se1 .∪So2 .∪Se2 the inverse image the assigned branh points at s is dened by
qs, Cs being étale is dened by a polynomial of degree 0 or 1 depending on whether the degree
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of qs is odd or even (as the dierene is even). In the even ase, if ps is the polynomial of Ds we
have qs = p
2
s and ps is normalised as qs is. In the odd ase, if Cs is given by x− as and Ds by ps
we have that qs = (x− as)p2s and as qs is normalised we have that as is twie the next to highest
oeient of ps. This shows that the qs for s ∈ S and the ps for s in the omplement gives an
R-point of P(T ) and the onverse is also lear. The denition of the stratiation of P(T ) has
been set up so that the onstruted isomorphism preserves the strata.
Remark: The assumption of an algebraially losed eld as base is just for notational onveniene
as is the existene of a splitting.
We put the most important onsequenes of this theorem in the following orollary. Note
that we have identied the stak of Abel maps with that of Abel urves.
Corollary 6.4 i) Hng is a smooth stak everywhere of dimension g.
ii) The open substak of Hng onsisting of Abel maps with only simple ramiation (i.e., all
ramiation indies are ≤ 2) and for whih for all branh points outside of the assigned branh
points there is only one ramiation point above it is dense.
PROOF: The map Hs,ng → Hs,ng is an étale over so we may deal with the split ase instead.
The smoothness follows immediately from the theorem and we postpone the alulation of the
dimension. For the seond part we may omplete the loal ring at a point and then transfer the
problem to the omplete loal ring at the origin of P(T ). We shall now show that the set of
P(T ) where the orank of the trae form is 0 is non-empty and by (6.2) it is enough to show that
generially on P(T ) the derivative of eah qs has no multiple roots. If s ∈ S this is lear as then
qs is a generi moni polynomial and then so is 1/nq
′
s, where n is the degree of qs. If s ∈ Sei ,
i = 1, 2, then qs = p
2
s where ps is a generi moni polynomial and thus q
′
s = 2psp
′
s. Generially
ps and p
′
s have no roots in ommon, ps has no double roots and neither has p
′
s by the argument
just given. If s ∈ Sei then qs = (x − as)p2s where ps is a generi moni polynomial with next to
highest oeient as. Then we have q
′
s = ps(ps + 2(x − as)p′s). Generially ps has no double
roots. Roots that are ommon to ps and ps + 2(x − as)p′s are also roots of either x − as but
generially as is not a root of ps or of p
′
s whih again is not the ase generially. We are left with
showing that generially ps+2(x− as)p′s has no double roots. Now, ps +2(x− as)p′s divided by
2n+1, n being the degree of ps, is a generi moni polynomial. Indeed, it is easily seen that the
oeients of ps an be expressed as polynomials in those of ps + 2(x− as)p′s.
We have thus shown that generially all ramiation points are simple and it remains to show
that away from the assigned branh points there is generially only one ramiation point above
one branh point. For this we note that for a given s ∈ S the ontribution from that ramiation
point to branh lous is dened by the norm of q′s and hene what needs to be shown is that
for two s, s′ ∈ S that map to the same point under f the two norms do not have a ommon
omponent. Now qs and qs′ are generi polynomials with independent oeients. Hene the
lous dened by the ommon omponents would have to be independent of both the oeients
of qs and qs′ (and of ourse only depend on their union) and would hene have to be onstant.
At the origin the full ramiation loi onsist just of 0 and so the ommon lous would have to
be 0 everywhere. However, qs has generially no fator in ommon with q
′
s.
Finally, to ompute the dimension we may by what has just been proved look only at the
ase where all the ramiation is simple and outside of the assigned branh points there is only
one ramiation point over a given branh point. We may also assume that the Abel urve is
split. Now, if s ∈ S is a ramiation point then the loal deformation at that point depends on
one parameter as qs is a normalised seond degree polynomial whereas for a ramiation point
over the assigned branh points the loal deformation at that point depends on zero parameters
as ps is a normalised rst degree polynomial. Hene the dimension is equal to the ardinality of
S. Let now ei, i = 1, 2, be the number of ramiation points over ±1, let e′ := e1 + e2, and let
e be the number of ramiation points not above ±1. By the Hurwitz formula applied to f we
have
−2 = −2n+ n− 1 + e′ + e
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and by the Hurwitz formula applied to double overing ramied at the non-ramiation points
over ±1 we have
2g − 2 = −4 + (2n− 2e′)
and elimination gives e = g.
7 The Lyashko-Looijenga map
By the Lyashko-Looijenga map is generally meant the map that to a family of nite maps
between smooth urves assoiates the branh lous of eah member. Sometimes one restrits
oneself to families where the trae orank of the branh lous is onstant and then it is natural
to onsider the brewise redued subsheme of the branh lous. Furthermore, sometimes some
of the branh points are by assumption xed and then of ourse it is natural to exlude them
from onsideration. Our situation is of this type as the involutive xed points are essentially
xed (i.e., they an not move non-trivially in a ontinuous fashion) and atually xed in the split
ase.
We shall see that the situation is not ompletely straightforward; our strata on whih the
LL-map is dened will generally turn out to be non-redued whih ertainly kills all hope of the
LL-map being étale. All is not lost however as a stratum is loally the produt of a smooth
stak and a zero-dimensional one and the LL-map turns out to be étale on the redued substak.
The most obvious reason for the stratum being non-redued is our denition of the branh lous.
This denition is however more or less fored upon us if one wants the branh divisor to vary
ontinuously (i.e., be a relative Cartier divisor) as generially the branh divisor is étale and
hene determined by the ondition that its support be the branh lous.
Denition 7.1 i) A ramiation speiation of degree n onsists of a nite multiset S of multi-
sets of (stritly) positive integers suh that for eah multiset s in S
∑
e∈s e = n. The multipliity
multiset assoiated to S is the multiset {ρ(s) | s ∈ S}, where ρ(s) = {e− 1 | e ∈ S, e > 1}. The
total ramiation of S is ∑
e∈s∈S
(e− 1).
ii) An Abel ramiation speiation of order n is a ramiation speiation S of order
n whose total ramiation equals n − 1 together with the hoie of a submultiset T of S of
ardinality 2. If t is the number of odd integers, ounted with multipliity, of the members of T ,
then the genus of S is equal to (t− 4)/2.
Remark: A ramiation speiation is determined by its assoiated multipliity multiset and
the degree n. A multipliity multiset is the same as a passport of [ZL99℄.
We shall now onsider stratiations of Hng . First we onsider the ramiation stratiation
of the universal map of Hng giving a multiset of multipliities assoiated to eah stratum. Then
we onsider its intersetion with the trae stratiation assoiated to the branh lous whih
gives a further division of the multipliities aording to whih branh point they are mapped
to. This gives exatly an Abel ramiation speiation S of order n assoiated to eah suh
stratum. Conversely, for eah Abel ramiation speiation S of order n we denote by Hng,S the
orresponding stratum.
If X → S is a map of algebrai staks and m a positive integer then Confm(X/S) (or just
Confm(X) if S is understood) is the m-point onguration spae, i.e., the stak quotient by the
permutation ation of the symmetri group Σm on the open substak of the m'th bre power of
X → S onsisting of distint points.
Our main use of this onstrution is to the universal involutive projetive bundle; namely
the projetive bundle P→ BΣ2 that to an involutive line bundle over S (i.e., a map S → BΣ2)
assoiates the involutive projetive bundle. We then let P′ → BΣ2 be the open substak of P
obtained by removing the setion of innity and the involutive xed point set. Note that the
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universal involutive line bundle of Hng gives a map Hng → BΣ2 and the base of the universal Abel
map is just the pullbak of P under this map.
Denition 7.2 Let S be an Abel ramiation speiation (S, T ) of order n and let m be the
ardinality of S minus 2. We dene the Lyashko-Looijenga map LL:Hng,S → Confm(P′/BΣ2)
by assoiating to an Abel map over S its redued branh lous minus assigned base points.
We an now prove the major result on the LL-map after we have proven the following lemma.
Lemma 7.3 Let R be a ommutative ring whih ontains Q and a ∈ R. Then for a stritly
positive integer n the polynomial (t− a2n+1)/(t− a) is a square of a polynomial preisely when
an+1 = 0.
PROOF: In the ring of Laurent power series in t−1, R((t−1)) the polynomial has the unique
square root
tn
√
1 + at−1 + · · ·+ a2nt−2n
and hene the polynomial has a polynomial square root preisely when all powers beyond t−n have
zero oeients in
√
1 + at−1 + · · ·+ ant−2n. This series is obtained by substituting s 7→ at−1 in√
(1− s2n+1)/(1− s) whih makes it lear that if an+1 = 0 then the square root is a polynomial.
It is equally lear that the onverse is true if the oeient of sn+1 in
√
(1 − s2n+1)/(1− s) is
non-zero. However, as n > 0, 2n + 1 ≥ n + 2, and thus modulo sn+2 √(1− s2n+1)/(1− s) is
ongruent to (1− t)−1/2 whih learly has all of its oeients non-zero.
Theorem 7.4 Let S be an Abel ramiation speiation (S, T ) of order n and let m be the
ardinality of S minus 2.
i) The ompletion of Hng,S any geometri point s = Speck is isomorphi to
∏
2n+1∈t∈T ;n>0
Specf k
[
[a]
]
/(an+1)×
∏
s∈S\T
Specf k
[
[σ, a1, . . . , am(s)]
]
/(σ1, . . . , σe)
where m(s) := |{e | e ∈ s; e ≥ 2}|, e(s) :=∑e∈s(e− 1) and
∏
i
(s− ai)ei−1 = se +
∑
1≤j≤e
(−1)jσjse−j
as polynomials in s. In partiular,Hng,S is smooth preisely when there is exatly one ramiation
point over eah unassigned branh point and no ramiation point of odd ramiation index above
involutive x points. It is always the ase that the redued substak (Hng,S)red is smooth.
ii) The Lyashko-Looijenga map LL: (Hng,S)red → Confm(P′/BΣ2) restrited to the redued
subsheme is an étale overing map.
PROOF: We start by making a loal alulation. It is lear from Theorem 6.3 that we get a
produt over the elements of S. Let us rst onsider an unassigned branh point. Let {e1, . . . , ek}
be an element of S \ T with the members equal to 1 removed. Hene a deformation over a loal
Artinian ring R is given by a olletion (pi)1≤i≤k of normalised polynomials with deg pi = ei.
Now the ondition, that the deformation stay inside the stratum given by {e1, . . . , ek} means
aording to (1.4) and the identiation of Cartier divisors with Weierstrass polynomials that
eah p′i has the form ei(x − αi)ei−1 and as pi is normalised we get that αi = 0 and hene that
pi(x) = x
ei +bi. Furthermore the ramiation divisor is dened by x
e−1
. To ompute the branh
divisor we have to ompute the norm of xe−1 and using the multipliativity of the norm it is
enough to ompute the norm of x. Now, it is lear that under the map R
[
[t]
] → R[[x]] given
by pi we have that R
[
[x]
]
is isomorphi to R
[
[t, x]
]
/(xei + bi − t) whih gives that the norm
of x is ±(t − bi). Hene the branh divisor is given by
∏
i(t − bi)ei−1. Now, we are working
in the stratum where the brewise redued branh divisor exists whih means that there is a
σ ∈ mR suh that
∏
i(t − bi)ei−1 = (t − σ)e, where e =
∑
i(ei − 1). Comparing next to highest
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oeients gives σ =
∑
i(ei − 1)bi and hanging variable s = t− σ and putting ai = bi − σ gives
us
∏
i(s− bi)ei−1 = se. This shows that the universal R is k
[
[σ, a1, . . . , ak]
]
/(σ1, . . . , σe). Now,
for degree reasons as soon as k > 1 k
[
[σ, a1, . . . , ak]
]
/(σ1, . . . , σe) is stritly larger than k
[
[σ]
]
.
On the other hand putting s equal to ai gives a
e
i = 0 whih shows that when dividing out by the
nilradial of k
[
[σ, a1, . . . , ak]
]
/(σ1, . . . , σe) this ring equals k
[
[σ]
]
.
Considering now instead one of the involutive xed points again as we are in a xed rami-
ation stratum we get the form pi = x
ei + bi. This time however we have that when ei is even
pi is a square and when it is odd pi is a square times a linear polynomial. In the rst ase it is
easy to see that if xei + bi is a square then ai = 0. In the seond ase, if x
ei + bi = (x− ai)q2(x)
then setting x = ai we get bi = −aeii so that (xei − aeii )/(a− ai) = q2(x) and we onlude from
lemma 7.3 that this is possible preisely when a
(ei+1)/2
i = 0. This onludes the proof of i).
Turning to the ii), that the map is étale is lear from the loal alulation as the brewise
redued branh divisor is dened by t − σ, using the notations of the rst part. It remains to
prove that it is proper and for that we shall use the valuative riterion and as everything is of
nite type over SpecQ we may restrit ourselves to disrete valuations whih we may assume to
be stritly Henselian. Hene we may assume that the map is split and by (3.7) we may assume
that it is given by a Pell family (P,Q,R) suh that P 2 −RQ2 = 1 and P is then the Abel map
in question. By for instane [ZL99, Lemma 3.1℄ (and the fat also noted in [lo. it.℄ that the
inverse image of the origin under the LL-map is the origin) P has oeients in R. By Gauss
lemma so does R and Q. The next step is to show that the disriminant of R is a unit. For this
one may redue modulo the maximal ideal of R and apply the Hurwitz formula to the map given
by P . Indeed, by assumption the number of branh points of P is xed and hene by Hurwitz
formula the number of ramiation points is also xed. This makes it impossible for zeros of R
to ome together.
Remark: i) The loal desription of the stratum ontradits [ELSV01, Prop. A.3℄ whih laims
that the LL-map always is étale. In view of the theorem (very slightly modied to t into the
ontext of [lo. it.℄) this is now seen to be false when there is more than one ramiation point
over a branh point. It thus has to be modied to saying that the restrition to the redued
subsheme of an equisingular stratum is étale. Lukily, this is what is used in the main text and
it is also given a topologial proof in [ELSV01, Thm. 4.2℄.
ii) It is possible to get a natural interpretation of the redued struture on the strata. This
will be treated elsewhere.
8 Topologial onstrution
In this setion we shall study the overing given by the LL-map. Even though we an easily get
a desription for all strata, using the same methods, we shall only deal with the open stratum
as that gives a ombinatorial algorithm for omputing the number of onneted omponents of
the stak of Abel urves. Note however that other strata are also interesting. For instane the
lowest stratum where all the branh points are assigned has been onsidered in onnetion with
Grothendiek's dessin d'enfants (f., [SZ94℄).
As usual the bres of the LL-map are in bijetion with onjugay lasses of ertain sequenes
of the symmetri group. In order to give a proedure for omputing the number of omponents of
a stratum we need generators for the fundamental group of the appropriate onguration spae.
The following result an most ertainly be extrated from the literature but for the onveniene
of the reader as well as the author we give a proof. We start by giving some notation. If C is a
simple non-losed oriented urve in C and S ⊂ C is a nite set then the orientation of C indues
a total order on S. If i is a positive integer stritly smaller than the number s of elements of
S then we dene, as usual, the elements σi of the braid group on s strands given by letting the
i'th point move along C to the position of the i + 1'st point to the right of C and letting the
i + 1'st point move along C to the position of the i'th point to the left of C (right and left
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being from the point of view of the orientation of C). If s ≥ 3 and we dene τ1 resp. τ2 to be the
braids that takes the seond resp. s− 1'st point and moves along C on the left resp. right hand
side till just before the rst resp. last point, then irles that point one ounter-lokwise, and
returns bak to its original position along the right resp. left hand side of C. (They are equal σ21
resp. σ−2s−1.)
Proposition 8.1 Let C := [−1, 1] oriented in any diretion and S ⊂ C a nite subset with
s elements ontaining ±1 and let A := C \ {±1}. Then the map indued by the inlusion
{x1, . . . , xs−2} 7→ {−1, 1, x1, . . . , xs−2}
pi1(Conf
s−2(A), S \ {±1})→ pi1(Confs(C), S)
is an injetion whose image is generated by σi, 2 ≤ i ≤ s− 2, τ1 and τ2.
PROOF: By possibly applying z → −z we may assume that the orientation of [−1, 1] is suh
that −1 beomes its rst element.
To begin with it is lear the σi, 2 ≤ i ≤ s − 2, τ1 and τ2 lie in the image. Reall that we
have a surjetion pi1(Conf
s(C), S) → Σs taking σi to the transposition (i − 1, i). The image of
pi1(Conf
A(s− 2), S \ {±1}) maps into Σs−2 onsidered as the subgroup that xes the rst and
last elements and as σi maps to (i− 1, i) the subgroup generated by them maps surjetively onto
Σs−2. Hene both for injetivity and generation it sues to onsider pi1(C˜onf
s−2
(A), S\{±1})→
pi1(C˜onf
s
(C), S), where C˜onf
t
(X) is the spae of ordered t-subsets of X and to show that the
map is injetive and the image is generated by the onjugates of σ2i , 1 ≤ s ≤ s− 1 in the group
generated by 2 ≤ i ≤ s− 2, τ1 and τ2.
Now, by onjugating by the σi, 2 ≤ i ≤ s − 1 we an get from τ1 and τ2 all braids A1i and
A2i dened like τ1 resp. τ2 only starting at the i'th point for 2 ≤ i ≤ s − 1 as well as the Aij ,
2 ≤ i < j ≤ s − 2 dened like τ1 only starting at the j'th point and enirling the i'th point.
(The Aij are the Aij of [Bi74, 1-11℄, A
1
i is A1i and A
2
i is a mirror image of As−i,s.) Our aim is
to show the injetivity and that these elements generate the image. In this we shall follow the
proof of [Bi74, Lemma 1.8.2℄ and we start following [Bi74℄ in using the notation Fm,n(X) for
C˜onf
n
(X \Qm) where Qm is a xed subset of X of ardinality m and will use of the theorem
of Fadell and Neuwirth (f., [Bi74, Thm. 1.2℄) whih says that when X is a manifold, then the
projetion on the rst r fators Fm,n → Fm,r is a bration with bre Fm+r,n−r. Applied to
r = n − 1 and X = C and X = A this will allow us to prove the statement by indution. As
the involved spaes are ayli, the brations give short exat sequenes and by indution we are
redued to showing that for 1 ≤ i < s
pi1(A \ Si, xi+1)→ pi1(C \ Si, xi+1),
where Si onsists of the i rst elements of S and xi+1 is the i+1'st element, is an injetion and
that the image is ontained in the subgroup generated by Ak,i+1 and A
1
i+1 (and when i = s− 1
also the A2k) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. This however is lear.
This result ombined with Theorem 7.4 and Corollary 6.4 ii allows us to give a ombinatorial
desription of the number of omponents ofHng andHs,ng . For this we rst introdue the following
denition.
Denition 8.2 Let Ng,n be the set of tuples (σ, σ1, . . . , σg, τ) ∈ (Σn)g+2 fullling the onditions
• σσ1, . . . , σgτ is an n-yle and
• the σi are transpositions and σ and τ are produts of disjoint transpositions and the sum
of the number of xed points of σ and of τ equals 2g + 2.
Let Mg,n be the set of orbits of the ation of Σn on Ng,n given by
(ρ, (σ, σ1, . . . , σg, τ)) 7→ (ρσρ−1, ρσ1ρ−1, . . . , ρσgρ−1, ρτρ−1).
Thus armed we an give a ombinatorial desription of the set of onneted omponents of
the staks of (split) Abel urves.
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Theorem 8.3 The set of onneted omponents of Hs,ng is in bijetion with equivalene lasses
of Mg,n under the equivalene relation generated by the relations.
• (σ, σ1, . . . , σi, σi+1, . . . , σg, τ) ∼ (σ, σ1, . . . , σiσi+1σ−1i , σi, . . . , σg, τ) for all 1 ≤ i < g.
• (σ, σ1, . . . , σg, τ) ∼ (σ[σ1, σ], σσ1σ−1, . . . , σg, τ), where [σ1, σ] = σ1σσ−11 σ−1.
• (σ, σ1, . . . , σg, τ) ∼ (σ, σ1, . . . , τ−1σgτ, [τ−1, σ−1g ]τ).
The set of onneted omponents of Hng is in bijetion with equivalene lasses of Mg,n under
the equivalene relation generated by the above relations together with the relation
(a1, a2, . . . , ag+2) ∼ (bg+2ag+2b−1g+2, . . . , b2a2b−12 , a1),
where bi = a1 . . . ai−1 for i ≥ 2.
PROOF: The part on Hs,ng follows diretly from the fat that the LL-map is an étale overing
(Theorem 7.4), that the bres of the LL-mapping are in bijetion with Mg,n, the desription of
the generators for the fundamental group for the target of the LL-map (Proposition 8.1) and the
formula for the ation of the σi on Mg,n.
As for the Hng -part the LL-map has as target the quotient of Confg(A1 \ {±1}) divided by
the map indued by z 7→ −z. Hene we have to add the relation that identies an equivalene
lass of maps from the fundamnetal group to Σn with the one obtained by omposing with
the ation of the (outer) automorphism indued by z 7→ −z. For that we hoose as basepoint
of Confg(A1 \ {±1}) the set {−1/2,−1/3, . . . , 1/3, 1/2} (with 0 inluded if g is odd) and as
basepoint for A1 \ {−1,−1/2,−1/3, . . . , 1/3, 1/2, 1} i. Ating by z 7→ −z gives us −i as new
basepoint and we identify fundamental groups by hoosing a urve from −i to i going to the left
of {−1,−1/2,−1/3, . . . , 1/3, 1/2, 1}.
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